
                                  2022 PEPPERS 
ARIBIBI GUSANO – Rare plant from Bolivia, with slender, white fruits, 
with a strong hot citrus flavor. 

BABY AJI AMARILLO – Very productive, plants produce hundreds of 
small bright yellow, 2 to 3 inch fruits. Perfect for cooking, drying, and 
salsa. Nice flavor, not overly hot. 

BIG JIM- One of the largest chili peppers, can reach 1 foot in length. 
Medium heat milder than jalapeno. 

BRAZILIAN STARFISH- Deep red star shaped fruit, of variable heat, yet 
juicy and sweet. 

BUENA MULATA – Very rare, extremely productive and stunning 
pepper. William Ways Weaver introduced this pepper from his 
grandfather’s collection. He received it from African American folk 
artist Horace Pippin in 1944. Undergoes color changes during ripening 
violet to pink to orange to brown then red. Pods are 6-7 inches long and 
smooth. 

BURAN – Sweet and productive Polish pepper. Two foot tall plants 
produce four inch bell fruits. Does well in dry areas. 

CANDY CANE CHOCOLATE CHERRY – Little snacking pepper, mini bell 
shaped fruit 3.5 inches long by 2.5 inches wide. Ripens pretty chocolate 
with red strips. Very pretty plant. 

CORBACI- Very long 10 inch fruits twisted and very slender. Wonderful 
sweet flavor. 

HOT PORTUGAL – Vivid red fruits to six inches. Medium hot, short 
season highly productive. 



KALUGERITSA- Delicious hot Macedonian pepper, jalapeño level of 
heat. Sliced, pickled or roasted also freezes well. 

LESYA- Believed to be the sweetest of all peppers. Very thick flesh, 
juicy. Stocky plant.   

MANGANJI – The King of Japanese chili peppers. One of the best tasting 
peppers. Generally sweet but often have a bit of heat. 

PADRON- Traditional tapas pepper from Spain. 

QUADRATO D’ ASTI ROSSO- Very thick red flesh sweet rich taste. 
Excellent for frying, salads or stuffing. 

SHISHITO- Medium early small, sweet, thin walled green pepper from 
Japan. 

SPANISH MAMMOTH- Produces 6 to 7 inch cone shaped peppers. 
Sweet and flavorful perfect for frying or salads. 

SUGAR RUSH PEACH- Super early, high yields of sweet, peach colored 
fruits. 

TOBAGO SEASONING- A traditional ingredient in Jerk Seasoning in the 
Caribbean. Scarlet peppers 2-3 inches long with a hint of heat but 
mostly sweet.  

 
 

 

 

 

 


